Designing heteropolymers to fold into unique structures via water-mediated interactions.
Hydrophobic homopolymers collapse into globular structures in water driven by hydrophobic interactions. Here we employ extensive molecular dynamics simulations to study the collapse of heteropolymers containing one or two pairs of oppositely charged monomers. We show that charging a pair of monomers can dramatically alter the most stable conformations from compact globular to more open hairpin-like. We systematically explore a subset of the sequence space of one- and two-charge-pair polymers, focusing on the locations of the charge pairs. Conformational stability is governed by a balance of hydrophobic interactions, hydration and interactions of charge groups, water-mediated charged-hydrophobic monomer repulsions, and other factors. As a result, placing charge pairs in the middle, away from the hairpin ends, leads to stable hairpin-like structures. Turning off the monomer-water attractions enhances hydrophobic interactions significantly leading to a collapse into compact globular structures even for two-charge-pair heteropolymers. In contrast, the addition of salt leads to open and extended structures, suggesting that solvation of charged monomer sites by salt ions dominates the salt-induced enhancement of hydrophobic interactions. We also test the ability of a predictive scheme based on the additivity of free energy of contact formation. The success of the scheme for symmetric two-charge-pair sequences and the failure for their flipped versions highlight the complexity of the heteropolymer conformation space and of the design problem. Collectively, our results underscore the ability of tuning water-mediated interactions to design stable nonglobular structures in water and present model heteropolymers for further studies in the extended thermodynamic space and in inhomogeneous environments.